
 The Pleasure of Necessity:
 The Work of Rosemary Mayer

 MAUREEN CONNOR

 Forgetting is a form of death ever present within life.

 Milan Kundera, The Book
 of Laughter and Forgetting, 5.

 Little value is placed on the subtle and natural as-
 pects of life in our culture. Colors are bright chemi-
 cally; music is loud electronically; movement is
 accelerated atomically; light is artificial and high-con-
 trast; death is violent. Events are reduced to the head-
 line or the simplified hyperbole of the evening news.
 Truth often has only a political existence in which
 memory becomes a self-serving instrument. This me-
 diated world view congests our memories with only
 the most superficial, obvious information.

 Without denying the presence or meaning of these
 phenomena, Rosemary Mayer is intent on remember-
 ing other kinds of colors, sounds, and events: those
 that are most extraordinary to a single individual, yet
 are seldom noticed by anyone else-the sad occur-
 rences, times of great tenderness or intense physical
 pain, the linchpins of personal memory.

 Her investigations have taken many forms, both con-
 ventional and unconventional, and visual and verbal.
 Included are fabric and mixed-media sculpture, draw-
 ings, watercolors, artists' books, and site installations
 as well as scholarly essays, art criticism, and highly
 personal prose. Yet all of these share a single resolve-
 a refusal to condone the devaluation of the real events
 of an individual's life. In fact, she searches for ways
 to attain, for the average individual, a value and plea-
 sure in life that is usually granted only to the rich and
 powerful. She wants "to fill in the fragile framework
 of events ... give it walls, make it a house she can
 live in."'

 Mayer is always conscious of time. Time is marked
 by the natural changes of light through a day or a
 year. Its passage allows for both the unfolding and
 disintegration of beauty, for certain individuals to live,
 die, and leave behind something immortal, whether
 great achievements or only a name. In her conscious-
 ness of time there is sometimes the hope of transcend-
 ing it. With the help of memory, the legacy of the
 deceased is viewed as a hedge against mortality.

 The root of these concerns is identified by the artist
 herself:

 Between the time I was ten and when I reached twenty
 almost everyone in my family died. I know I was much

 affected and still am by the loss and sorrow which
 permeated my childhood. Escape from the horrors of
 the everyday was a continuous goal of my adolescence
 ... I am also left with an overriding sense of the tran-
 sience of every thing, person and circumstance.2

 Rosemary Mayer was born in New York City in
 1943, and as a child she drew and painted a great
 deal. Her father, who earned his living as a factory
 worker, taught her watercolor and carpentry. His
 death in 1957 and her mother's in 1959 left her and
 her sister Bernadette in a state of shock. Rather than
 make specific plans for the future, Rosemary pursued,
 for a while, those things which allowed her to forget
 about her painful situation. These included reading
 books in several languages, often on art, as well as
 drawing and painting.

 Shortly after receiving in 1964 a B.A. in Classics
 from the University of Iowa, she found direction. She
 turned down a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship to Harvard,
 where she would have continued her studies in Greek
 and Latin, in order to study art seriously, first at the
 Brooklyn Museum School (1964-65) and then in Man-
 hattan at the School of Visual Arts (1967-69).
 However, the rich legacy of her classical education
 can be seen in many aspects of her work. Initially,
 however, she combined her art studies with her writing
 ability and began in 1972 to publish reviews and ar-
 ticles in Arts Magazine and Art in America.

 As she became more involved with expressing the
 feelings of transience, fragility, and impermanence,
 her choice of fabric as a sculptural material seemed
 a natural one. Her earliest fabric pieces, such as Veil
 2 (1971), in which she combined burlap, nylon, and
 paint, and Hypatia (1971-72), of satin, cheesecloth,
 rope, and wire, were imbued with qualities that ex-
 pressed both beauty and its disintegration. Fabrics
 were chosen because of their ability to reflect or trans-
 mit light. There is, in this transparency or opacity, a
 sense that the materials are easily soiled, torn, or oth-
 erwise destroyed. But this evanescence adds to the
 pleasure of viewing the work. There is a sense of the
 fleeting beauty in these structures that one finds in
 flowers or a sunrise-voluptuous, and made more so
 because of their short-lived nature. The works capture
 both the desire for and the impossibility of possessing
 such beauty.

 The exploration of impermanence and change and
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 Fig. 1. Rosemary Mayer, The Catherines (1972-73), fabric,
 wood, dye, 120" x 72" x 48".

 the use of non-traditional materials was, of course,
 already an aspect of Process Art and Postminimalism.
 Mayer's innovation within this style was twofold.
 First, she both spiritualized and personalized the ex-
 perience of transience by equating it more with death
 and decay than with the natural evolution of inorganic
 substances as other artists such as Robert Morris and
 Lynda Benglis had done. Her second innovation is
 best seen in works such as Semiramis (1972). By hang-
 ing flesh-colored nylon in a form suggesting a clothes-
 line, she combined associations of gender and role
 (both sexual and practical) with the sculptural qual-
 ities of her material.

 Her next works were more specifically feminist and
 included a series of fabric pieces which were abstract
 representations of forgotten or maligned women. In
 these, the fabric extends well out into three-dimen-
 sional space as it hangs from ceilings, walls, or from
 thin rods that hold it in a tensile structure similar to

 a suspension bridge. In all of these works, but par-
 ticularly in The Catherines (1972-73; Fig. 1), which
 refers to seven powerful women, including Catherine
 de Medici and Catherine of Sienna, the delicate struc-
 tural balance combined with the fragile skin symbol-
 ized for the artist the psychological complexity of
 female power in a male world. The quality of a pow-
 erful presence is subtly undermined by its ethereal
 construction.

 Women had just begun to explore their own power,
 and these works, as Lawrence Alloway noted, evolved
 out of Mayer's own explorations with the help of a
 women artists' group to which she belonged in the
 early 1970s.3 Some of the group's discussions focused
 on various ideas about space:

 We had a long talk about whether we thought space
 was empty or full. The room was divided between
 women who saw it as empty and were terrified by the
 space and those on my side who thought the space
 was full of presences. That thought connects to my
 work, that those presences are everywhere.4

 The above discussion relates not just to the fabric
 pieces from 1972-73, but to many of Mayer's subse-
 quent experiments with three-dimensional figurative
 abstraction. And her membership in the women's
 group, just like the sculptures, reflected her need to
 better understand her own and other women's positions
 in society past and present. It is appropriate that this
 body of work was shown in part in the 1973 "Women
 Choose Women" exhibit at the New York Cultural Cen-
 ter and in full at A.I.R. Gallery, New York's first wom-
 en's co-op.

 The structural complexity of these fabric pieces is,
 in fact, more metaphorical than actual. In the work
 that followed, the drapery, with its iconographic and
 aesthetic qualities, was stripped away like clothing leav-
 ing Mayer free to develop highly refined tensile struc-
 tures. In works such as Bat Kol (1974; Fig. 2) and The
 Locrian Mode (1974-75), both of which are constructed
 of wood and cord, there is a return to a more personal
 expression. The strength being explored and revealed
 is the artist's own, and there is a shift in her relation-
 ship with time. These taut, tensile structures could be
 seen as symbols for its suspension, a wish to make
 time stand still. Bat Kol, a free-standing linear piece,
 has the feel of an arrow poised in a bow the moment
 before release, a sense of frustration and futility un-
 derlying the thrill of anticipation. Both works were
 exhibited at the Monique Knowlton Gallery in New
 York City.

 During this time Mayer supported herself and her
 work by teaching at the Art Institute of Chicago
 (1974), at the State University of New York at Oneonta
 (1976), and by various writing and editing jobs. In
 1976 she received a Creative Artists Public Service
 grant from the New York State Council on the Arts,
 which made funds available for several outdoor pieces.
 As a public service project (required of all artists who
 receive CAPS grants) she created a temporary sculp-
 ture, Spell (April 1977), to celebrate the opening of a
 flower and vegetable market in Jamaica, New York.
 White weather balloons draped with fabric on which
 were written the words "Iris Return," "Crocus Return,"
 and "Hyacinth Return" were set afloat. It was Mayer's
 way of hastening the return of spring.

 When later she produced a written version of Spell,
 which became a one-of-a-kind artist's book, Mayer en-
 gaged in a process that often occurs between her sculp-
 ture and her writings, that of explaining to herself her
 real intentions. In the process she realized that April
 had been the month of her parents' birthdays as well
 as the month in which she had lost a very close friend.
 Spell had been an unconscious memorial. She decided,
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 because of this realization, to create the following April
 Some Days in April, a more complex, privately enacted
 balloon piece with specific dedications.
 Mayer began writing essays about her own work in

 1975, and in 1976 ceased reviewing other artists'
 works, explaining:

 Writing reviews is good for you at a certain point be-
 cause you're confronted with a lot of work you might
 not deal with in a coherent and definite way unless
 you were writing. One might be tempted to pass it off
 as already understood. When you sit down to write
 about something it helps to straighten out your atti-
 tudes. But after a while you get to a point at which
 it's not such a challenge anymore. You don't want to
 write unless it connects with your own work or it's
 work that you're really interested in.5

 There was one artist, the Florentine Jacopo Pon-
 tormo (1494-1556/7), who connected enough with her
 own work to engage her attention from 1975 to 1979.
 This interest included her translation of his diary from
 old Italian (which she studied especially for the proj-
 ect) into English, first as a one-of-a-kind artist's book,
 subsequently expanded and published in 1983 by Out
 of London Press in collaboration with Julia Ballerini
 and Richard Milazzo. It is easy to see why Pontormo's
 work interested Mayer. His sensuous depictions of
 draped clothing which abstract and activate the fig-
 ures thus adorned, his emphasis on the delicate play
 of light and shadow, and his awareness of transpar-
 ency and opacity are all found in her work as well.
 But it is in the contents of the diary itself that more
 personal connections between their lives can be seen.

 Fig. 2. Rosemary Mayer, Bat Kol (1974), wood, wire, cord,
 108" x 74" x 84".

 Fig. 3. Rosemary Mayer, Moon Tent (1982), paper, 15'5" x 18"
 x 18". The Hobbs House, Lansing, New York.

 Written during the time he painted the choir of San
 Lorenzo (1554-57), his last great work, the diary is a
 straightforward document in which Pontormo notes
 his daily activities, plans, and the progress of his work.
 Most striking and moving about the document is its
 record of his continuously failing health and his strug-
 gle to stay alive in order to finish the painting, the
 subject of which, ironically, was the Last Judgment.
 The commonplace activities with which he was forced
 to concern himself to maintain his life blend quite
 naturally with his comments about his work. Death
 becomes a palpable presence against which Pontormo
 wages a courageous, painful, and, of course, losing
 battle.

 But Pontormo's struggle against time can also be
 seen as a reflection of what his work expresses. As
 Valentin Tatransky saw it:

 The torrent of strained flesh in his paintings and draw-
 ings was, for her [Mayer] as well as for him, the record
 of some childhood memory of primordial sensuality, a
 memory so sweet that all objects that accompany this
 memory become memorials to the mystery of one's own
 birth.6

 Or, one might add, death.
 These qualities are particularly present in the draw-

 ings and watercolors which Mayer executed to accom-
 pany Pontormo's text in the original handwritten
 version of the diary. Her subject matter here is pri-
 marily drapery, sometimes taken from details of Pon-
 tormo's paintings. She depicts these fabrics as
 disembodied, ethereal, but echoing also the gestures
 and movements of the bodies which they covered.
 Where sculptures such as Bat Kol reveal a pure, almost
 formless structure, these drawings and watercolors
 have a structureless form. They emanate a receptivity,
 a grand welcome that longs for completion. Perhaps
 she captures this sensuality so distinctly here because
 the processes of drawing and watercolor reflect the
 early experiences she shared with her father.

 During this period her interest in abstract, three-di-
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 mensional depictions of the human figure continued
 to develop. The earlier fabric figures, such as The Cath-
 erines, were, as Lawrence Alloway pointed out, related
 to the surrealist concept of personage: "a totemic an-
 cestral or regressive image manifested in forms that
 relied on the human contour without specifying de-
 tails."7 With the cloth and ribbon Scarecrow (1978-
 79), made only in model form, and Snow People (1979),
 she began to explore more commonplace traditions of
 figure construction that have been passed down
 through the ages for function or play rather than
 ritual.

 While visiting her sister in Lenox, Massachusetts,
 Mayer was impressed by the beauty of the town li-
 brary, and its garden seemed a natural spot for the
 installation of snow figures she had been planning.8
 In a book on the history of Lenox she found a list of
 the names of many of its previous inhabitants. From
 this she chose the most popular first names and
 named each snow figure after those who had shared
 them, e.g., "Annas," "Johns," "Carolines."

 Here the coincidence of female power and name, as
 in The Catherines, has been altered to include the more
 random juxtaposition of place and name. In both in-
 stances her political and spiritual motivations inter-
 twine. In the early work she called attention to the
 intelligence and power of particular historically im-
 portant women in works that were formally quite orig-
 inal, while in Snow People she emmphasized the simple
 fact of the individuals' existences rather that the spe-
 cific value of their achievements in forms that were
 themselves more conventional.

 This attention to undistinguished individuals and
 ordinary activities makes clear another important as-
 pect of Mayer's intentions as an artist-a wish to re-
 late sculpture to mundane objects and circumstances
 in order to make bearable one's own experiences. The
 source of this impulse seems clear from a passage she
 wrote about her childhood:

 My need to make sculpture, watercolors, drawings, prob-
 ably developed at least in part from the strong pleasure
 I'd always experienced in looking at things, holding
 and touching them, making new ones. These activities
 probably occurred to me partly because I was bored
 and partly because of my father's interests. He built
 desks, chairs, bookcases, repaired and reupholstered
 furniture. He was also an avid gardener and often drew
 my attention to the forms and colors of particular flow-
 ers, leaves, trees, vegetables and fruits.... He did wa-
 tercolors of flowers. When I was still very young he
 taught me to use watercolor .... Fabric ... was always
 lying about in our house and much discussed .... We
 learned to sew, do embroidery, make lace, crochet. In
 spite of these pleasures I think of my childhood as a
 bad time. I remember fear, tension and withdrawal
 more than I remember affection or a sense of security.
 The things I made were important to me as a counter-
 action.9

 In addition to helping her understand the uncon-
 scious or undefined intentions in her work, her writ-
 ings aid her in explaining and understanding the in-
 terstices of art and daily life-to justify the making
 of art. The following excerpt from her essay "Luxe"
 explores why the experiences of beauty and pleasure
 are least accessible to those who need them most. She
 laments that the struggle for survvival often drains

 individuals of the time and energy to cultivate aesthetic
 enjoyment:

 A Persian garden, pairidaeza, was wet, cool and green,
 was inside walls; outside was dry sand and incredible
 heat where you traveled looking for food, for water and
 shade. Behind the walls was everything beautiful:
 luxuriant, ordered growth, every flower and tree, bird,
 fountain and watercourse the wealthy, empowered
 builder could get to surround his sheltered pavilions.
 To the people who designed the gardens, they were ways
 to stay alive like this is, maybe pleasures, and to the
 people who worked on them, they were other ways to
 stay alive, get food and a place to live. To almost ev-
 eryone they were also beautiful, in different ways. One
 was the way that the pairidaeza was always beautiful
 to the men who dug the Qanats to bring the water to
 the garden.
 The Qanat digger would have worked all day in the
 desert getting water for the garden, rarely seeing the
 garden. It's different now if you work all day for the
 money to eat and sleep and have no pain. You don't
 kill yourself either. You can see pictures of pleasures
 or beautiful things, or see them displayed for sale; you
 can go to a museum, read poetry or go to the movies,
 if you've managed to scrape together the time to find
 the ways to enjoy them, if you've managed to keep it
 separate from what you do all day.10

 In her efforts to transform the mundane into the

 magical, light often provides the key ingredient. Myth-
 ologically, the struggle between life and death, between
 creation and destruction is, of course, often depicted
 as a conflict between light and darkness. It is this life
 sustaining and often transcendental quality of light
 that she captured in Ghosts (1981) and Moon Tent
 (1982; Fig. 3).

 Ghosts is a kind of metaphysical version of Snow
 People. As she explained:

 Snow People wait, changing as they melt or freeze,
 bending, showing a different face until they're different
 or gone. The minds of people now long dead were filled
 with creatures we could say they never really saw.
 Books of the dead describe the presence in different
 forms of the dead, of spirits or gods. It must have been
 in the changing light that these were seen and then
 described.11

 Constructed from translucent glassine paper and rib-
 bons on wooden dowels, Mayer's Ghosts were designed
 to partake of the primordial relationship with light:

 No one has ever seen a ghost. You prefer not to re-
 member. It's easy. They're visible only for seconds and
 even then they change. They live in the fall of a sleeve
 or a skirt, the shapes in a coat laid over a chair. When
 the light changes they're different or gone.12

 Thus, Mayer's decade of involvement with the evo-
 cations of past lives gradually evolved from abstrac-
 tions of particular historic individuals to subjective
 depictions of universal and ineffable forms of the hu-
 man spirit. Her ghosts are at once awkward and ex-
 quisite. They cavort, stumble, float, and writhe. They
 mock as they seduce, frighten as they please, and dis-
 appear as they emerge: "They live one way for sec-
 onds or minutes then have some other form. What you
 see depends on what you think."13

 As part of the National Endowment Visiting Artists
 Workshops, Mayer was invited to install Ghosts in
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 several galleries, each with differing amounts of avail-
 able light, and in this way had the opportunity to see
 them in a variety of manifestations. At both the Min-
 neapolis Academy of Art and Design and Tyler School
 of Art, Temple University, Ghosts was illuminated by
 an abundance of natural light from large gallery win-
 dows. As Mayer had envisioned, the play of light and
 shadow changed as the light in the room shifted.
 However, at the Arnot Art Museum in Elmira, New
 York, the gallery in which Ghosts was placed had no
 windows and purple walls! Here Mayer theatrically
 and experimentally illuminated the pieces by placing
 incandescent light bulbs inside each and in this way
 captured the eerie feeling of ghosts in darkness.

 While in upstate New York, Mayer visited the newly-
 built home of art historian and museum director Rob-
 ert Hobbs. When she saw his roof-top pavilion she
 decided it would be an ideal location for another piece
 she had been planning-Moon Tent. The one-day in-
 stallation, held on the night of the full moon in October
 1982, was meant to evoke an ancient festival. Ac-
 cording to the artist:

 The Moon Tent was a ghost tent proliferating ghosts
 and the ghosts of tents in changes of light .... In old
 China in Autumn people used to celebrate the year's
 best moon, the West's Harvest Moon, with an all night
 feast of food and wine, music and poems. You ate
 moon-shaped food and drank moon-colored wine on
 the roofs of buildings on hills or mountains.'4

 But Moon Tent, constructed of glassine paper, had
 more to reveal than phantoms of moonlight. It allowed
 for an expanded and more life-centered notion of time
 and its limitations. Its existence was brief; not just
 because of its fragile materials and outdoor location
 but because its focus, its raison d'etre, lasted for only
 one night. Mayer continued:

 People used to watch the sky, count the days of each
 moon's thickening into full and waning or study the
 clouds for signs of storms or spring or winter. It mat-
 tered then for food or warmth or safety. Now it's more
 often mild aesthetics or old romance to calm you or
 bring some excitement. If you notice, it shows your
 room or land in different colors or odd intensities you
 may not have looked at before. It only makes a dif-
 ference if you have the time.'5

 Because of the limited duration of Moon Tent, it
 was necessary to make an effort to take advantage
 of the phenomenon. It was there to experience if one
 chose or was able to participate. Time is, here, pre-
 sented not just chronologically but in relationship to
 how it is used. In this way it attains a material quality
 as important to Moon Tent as the light, the paper, or
 the structure of Hobbs's pavilion.16

 Mayer's most recent sculpture, shown at the Pam
 Adler Gallery, New York City, in 1985, is based on
 Greek vases and rooted in her classical education.
 Constructed of rag vellum and various kinds of reed
 (willow, cedar, or balsa wood), the pieces are coated
 with rabbit skin glue, which functions as a natural
 resin as it hardens the paper and gives it a slight
 gloss reminiscent of alabaster or frosted glass. With
 titles like Urn, Vessel, Amphora (1984; Fig. 4), and
 Grain Jar, the sculptures are meant to evoke the
 ghosts of the ancient forms on which they are based.

 Fig. 4. Rosemary Mayer, Amphora (1984), wood, rag vellum,
 rabbit skin glue, 46" x 43" x 29".

 Asymmetrical and organic, these pieces are part con-
 tainer, part figure; they seem to have been made to
 store the thought, the hope, and the continuing spirit
 of classicism.

 What Mayer stresses is that life is a phenomenon
 which allows individuals various choices within a lim-

 ited expanse of time. The range of these is, of course,
 restricted by wealth, situation, indeed, a great many
 factors. Some people must use their time almost ex-
 clusively to survive; others have more leisure and
 hence more choice, more opportunity to cultivate in-
 terests and enjoy the pleasures of life.

 One common effort in contemporary culture, espe-
 cially as it is expressed through the media, is to con-
 vince people to consume products or elect officials
 because to do so will increase their enjoyment. Mayer
 wishes to provide an alternative route to pleasure. This
 begins, for her, with the importance of individuals and
 personal experiences, which, in turn, cause the devel-
 opment of particular needs, awarenesses, and modes
 of feeling. She tries to communicate not just her own
 experiences of pleasure but the ways in which these
 have helped her through difficult times. Her work,
 whether visual or written, never asserts itself as the
 means to escape from tedium or pain, but only offers
 to make it more bearable. Like most good art, her work
 contains within itself a challenge to, a questioning of,
 a dialogue with the pleasure it can provide.

 This has taken many forms-beauty and its disin-
 tegration in the early fabric pieces, strength and frus-
 tration in Bat Kol and The Locrian Mode, the privacy
 of mourning and the public nature of memorial in
 Spell, death and daily life in Pontormo's Diary, humor
 and terror in Ghosts, and the ephemeral and the eter-
 nal in Moon Tent. In this way she provides a frame-
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 work within which we, as viewers, can question our
 own concepts of pleasure and beauty. Can we ap-
 proach history openly and allow room to acknowledge
 the contributions of powerful but forgotten or devalued
 women, and how does this attitude then affect our
 own place in time and the value of our existence? How
 does the poignancy of the quotidian as expressed in
 Pontormo's Diary and Snow People relate to our own
 day-to-day existence? Perhaps the natural occurrence
 of events or simply the mere fact of existence itself
 is the real essence of life.

 As one pleasure is consumed it is lost, creating the
 need for another. For this reason Mayer searches
 through history to find what others have found plea-
 surable, that she may understand, experience, and
 share this pleasure. It is this need, this reaching out
 for pleasure and beauty that one feels most strongly
 in Rosemary Mayer's work, the need that she must
 satisfy, as she feels we all must, in order to stay
 alive. 0
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 Robert Hobbs described the experience of Moon Tent in a letter
 to the editor, June 24, 1985:

 Moon Tent represented a poetic transformation of a piece of
 architecture and also a contemplative environment for viewing
 the harvest moon. On the 1982 invitation for the Moon Tent
 event Mayer included the subheading "for the full moon" and
 the cryptic message "Rain Date: Autumn '83." When I first saw
 the piece, I was frankly unimpressed; but later in the evening
 when the full moon rose in the sky, I was delighted with the
 transformation. The translucent paper which was stapled to the
 structure broke up the moonlight into cool and warm tones. On
 the surface the paper reflected cool tones while within the col-
 umns the light was warm-like glowing lanterns.

 The poetic transformation of my house was an important as-
 pect of the piece, which played with the architecture and en-
 hanced its structuralist composition. Influenced by Heidegger's
 article on the Greek temple, the house consists of different his-
 toric components of the temple form. The base is Palladian in
 character, the roof structure a re-creation of the early wooden
 Greek temple, and the chimney column a reflection of Greek
 Revival buildings in the Ithaca area. By creating a temporary
 rendition of the ornate baroque columns that occur in many
 Rubens paintings, Mayer added another dimension to the house
 and showed how the temple form can be extended in even more
 ways than the architects, Simon Ungers and Laszlo Kiss, orig-
 inally imagined. Wrapped about the roof structures, the paper
 resembled a baroque confection-architecture as whipped cream
 or cumulus clouds.

 Approximately 100 people attended Moon Tent. The evening
 was clear and cold. As part of the piece, refreshments were
 served. Although people were encouraged to read poems and
 bring musical instruments, everyone was quiet and contempla-
 tive. The moonlight was mesmerizing. I told Rosemary that the
 old poetic line "being bathed in moonlight" was apropos of her
 piece because moonlight is truly cleansing and all-embracing.

 MAUREEN CONNOR, a sculptor living in New York, shows
 her work at the Acquavella Gallery.

 Please order Woman's Art Journal for your library.
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